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YOUR MORNING UPDATE
We live in interesting times. On Monday the 30th of March we

responded to the Government's lockdown announcements with a
new morning show format.

Access Media nationally has long known that our role in an

emergency or crisis is to facilitate the sharing of LOCALLY relevant
information that can compliment the national narrative.

To that end we are interviewing social service providers, business

people, local councils, local MPs, CEDA representatives and more, as
well as relaying information such as rubbish and recycling updates

and bus timetables, to build a local picture of our regions response,
how we are coping and what the future may bring.

This programme will continue into Level 3 and at least until May 11
when the Prime Minister will announce the review and whether we
can descend further into Level 2.

If there is information you require, information you want to relay, or
you have questions for our quests, please email fraser@mpr.nz
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What to expect

What has MPR been doing,
and what will we do moving
forward?
How can you continue to
participate?

In mid March, MPR was managing Programme Makers carefully, distancing studio bookings and regularly wiping down
studios and communal surfaces to minimise the risk of infection. We recorded a series of announcement messages
around welfare, information and what each alert level meant. These were picked up by a number of CAMA stations.

On the 23rd of March, Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern announced the country was entering Alert Level 3, with a complete

Lockdown / Alert Level 4 to occur 48hours later. MPR immediately responded to this announcement with a cancellation of
all studio bookings and immediately preparing staff to work remotely.

On Monday the 30th of March we began a morning show (as a recognised essential service) and received a number of
information spots in a variety of languages (thanks to Planet FM and Plains FM) to start breoadcasting to our
community.

Since then, MPR is in a little bit of a holding pattern. Our core service of providing a platform for our community remains,
but planning for the future and development of the station is "on the back burner."

To that end, many programme makers are still making content, and new programmes are coming on air (see Hugh's
article later in the panui).

On Tuesday the 28th of April, NZ will move to Level 3. We know many people want to get back to "normal" as soon as
possible, but MPR will not change. Our special morning show will continue, reinforcing key messages of physical

distancing, maintaining bubbles and staying home, as well as interviewing people to get the local information we all
need.

Level 2 will start to allow us some freedoms, but that isn't til May 11 at the earliest. Until then, we continue to accept

remotely generated content from Programme Makers, and await a new CAMA / NZ on Air collaboration in the form of an
app than will make generating content much easier for our Programme Makers.
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As the physical isolation of lockdown really starts to bite, many
people are turning to media for comfort and vital information.
Since we’ve got no commercial imperative, and we’re very local
indeed, Access Media stations like MPR have found ourselves in
a unique position to fill that void. A number of our pre-existing
shows have retooled into COVID-19 information hubs, and
others have leaned hard into their role as parasocial support
for people in lockdown.
On top of this, a number of people have taken this moment as
the perfect opportunity to start doing a new show, or reach out
to us with one they were making elsewhere.
For your lockdown listening convenience, here’s a quick
rundown of all the new and newly COVID-focused shows on
MPR:
The Morning Show
Fraser has transformed our previously fairly light Morning Show
into a comprehensive hub for COVID-19 info, with interviews
from local government, non-profit groups, and others.
Weekday mornings at 8am.
Words From The Bubble:
Rachel Dore of Round The Edge presents a series of
conversations with authors about what they've been writing
and reading in their bubbles. Mondays 4pm.
COVID-19 Health Information For Samoan Families
A programme from our sister station Otago Access Radio,
which provides exactly what it says on the tin – pertinent and
accessible information about the pandemic for Samoan
families and communities. Mondays at 5pm.
Fantastic Feilding and All That’s Amazing In Ashhurst
These two shows (both hosted by Helen King) have shifted
focus from what’s available by way of activities in their
respective towns, to the various strategies and services that
each are undertaking and investing in to combat the
pandemic. Both on Wednesdays, Fantastic Feilding 11am, All
That’s Amazing In Ashhurst 1pm.
Morning Evening Prayer
An ecumenical spiritual programme hosted by the teams from
All Saints, Milson Combined, and St Oswald’s churches. This
show aims to provide a space of quiet reflection which is
available to people of any (or no) faith. 9am and 7pm
Wednesdays.
The Smooth Jazz Session
Made by a fan of the genre in Masterton, this is a relaxing hour
of smooth jazz for a Thursday afternoon. Thursdays 3pm.
Revisiting Resilience
Also hosted by Helen King in conversation with Nelson Lebo
(host of the popular House Doctor show, and PNCC Eco-Design
adviser) this is a weekly chat about what resilience means and
how we can work to get ourselves there, even in difficult
circumstances. 4pm Thursdays.
Reserved Recommendations
Definitely on the “parasocial hangouts” end of the spectrum,
this is a series of chats hosted by Hugh Dingwall where various
guests discuss things they love, but for reasons of quality,
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Andi, Cam and Matt
overcome lockdown
restrictions to bring you more
episodes of Palmy Pride

inaccessibility, extreme content, or sheer pretentiousness,
might not want to recommend to a complete stranger. Past
topics have included pretentiously odd music, aggressively
odd music, just plain aggressive music, and hyper-violent
Japanese comics from the late 80s. Thursdays at 9pm.
Pandemic Parenting
A series of conversations about the unique and highly specific
challenges of living in close proximity with your kids in
lockdown. Fridays at 11am.
Don’t forget that all of the locally-produced shows on the
above list are also available on-demand at a time of your
convenience through our website www.mpr.nz, the
Accessmedia.nz app, Spotiy, Apple Podcasts, or any other
place that fine pods are cast. Happy listening!
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OVER THE PAST 3 MONTHS, MPR CONTENT HAS BEEN CONSUMED
VIA ONDEMAND STREAMING OVER 28,984 TIMES ACROSS OUR
APPLE, SPOTIFY, AND ACCESSMEDIA.NZ PLATFORMS! THE FIRST 3
MONTHS OF 2019 TOTALED AT 18,353 STREAMS AND SHOWS A
MASSIVE INCREASE IN LISTENERSHIP FOR 2020!

What an incredible 4 weeks it has been working together with our community to keep creating content
and information by for and about us all at the time of this all consuming pandemic.
We have united together to achive much in this time; a Live Morning Show with input of council, media
and community to keep us all pandemic informed, new shows focused on the pandemic on a grassroots
level, increased multilingual content, education and inspiration on how to record remotely, all of this whilst
our regular programme makers have continued to make superb content and our staff have continued to
get this on air. Our thanks, and appreciation to you all.
We have given accessibility to the fears, successes, triumphs, courage and voices to people in OUR
community at this unique time and there is still more to come.
Partner with us by donating to https://givealittle.co.nz/org/mpr

